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THE CORE  
OF THE RESEARCH 

Fields of Study and Research Problems 



     What do we study? 

• The project explores the complexity and the 
variety of  Russian elites’ attitudes, actions 
and reactions towards European norms, 
innovations and models during the 18th and 
the 19th centuries that were of key importance 
both for the history of Russia and the history 
of  Europe. 



     What do we study? 

• The project explores the complexity and the variety of  
Russian elites’ attitudes, actions and reactions towards 
European norms, innovations and models during the 18th 
and the 19th centuries that were of key importance both for 
the history of Russia and the history of  Europe 

• The key features of the study: 
– major changes in political thought   (such as the Enlightenment,  

the French Revolution and the diffusion of French political 
values all over Europe) 

– international tensions  that led to  direct conflicts involving the 
Russian Empire 

– changes in social-economic infrastructure (the  Banking 
revolution, the Industrial revolution and the Transportation one) 

– colossal social changes such as the abolition of serfdom, and in 
the context of the Industrial   Revolution,  the emergence of 
new social urban classes who were to become the privileged 
vectors for  new ideologies. 



     What do we study? 

      An ambitious project :  
 

• It intends to describe, understand and measure the extension, the 
scale and the various forms of influence that European innovations, 
models and norms had on Russian society and culture during these 
two centuries; it aims also at identifying the various types of 
Russian reactions in front of these European influence, at studying 
the process of diffusion and transfers coming from Europe not only 
in terms of science and techniques but also in terms of political and 
cultural values and of way of life. Last we intend also to identify the 
vectors of that diffusion, which means be able to identify the agents 
and the networks that favored it; but to have to include in our study 
those of Russians, - groups, institutions, people- that rejected these 
European influences by fear of losing either their privileges or their 
own identity.   
 



The Sources 

• Historians are empiricists; in order to provide 
fresh analyses and relevant interpretations,  
we need to rely on primary sources 
(documents) 

• The work with the sources is performed in the 
libraries and archives 

• The sources are classified within 6 major 
research fields, upon which we formed 
respective research groups 



       
Methodology and organization  

of the work: the six working 
groups 

  
• Identities and Social – Political Reflection  

• Professional Communities in Science and 
Education  

• Secularism and Religion  

• European Innovations in Everyday Life  

• Administrative and Governance Practices  

• Technology and Production  



Work at the Archives  
and Libraries 

• The project team worked in 25 archives / 
libraries / museums in Ekaterinburg, Moscow, 
St. Petersburg, Paris, Lyon, Vienna and the 
other Russian and European cities 

• The overall number of the team members’ 
trips to visit archives or libraries outside our 
city exceeded 50 in 2013-2015 



What is an  
Innovation? 

• A dynamic process of transfer of the new ideas, 
objects and practices from on social – cultural space 
(donor) to another (recipient), which influences the 
accepting society.  

• A result of such transfer process. 
– For instance, metallurgy in Russia could be seen both as a 

process (traits and books on industry, practical 
instructions, personal experience of specialists) and the 
innovative objects created as a result of such process (new 
furnaces, factories, etc.).  

• Anyway, innovations are always inscribed in a territory 
and in a period of time. 



The Team 

• Includes 34 persons in toto 
• Of them 5 Doctors of Science, 2 international 

PhDs, 15 Candidates (of them 9 young), 4 
Doctoral students and 3 students. 

• We are young! Young researchers (< 35 years) 
make 56% of the team.  

• We are international! In 2015, 3 international 
researchers – from Germany (1) and France (2) 
were working at the laboratory. In addition, 4 
researchers from the leading universities of 
France (University of Strasbourg, University Paris-1 
Pantheon-Sorbonne, University Rennes-2 and University Paris-
4 Sorbonne) are working in the team. 



SCIENTIFIC RESULTS, ACADEMIC 
PRODUCTION AND INFLUENCE, 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IMPACT 

What we did in 2013 – 2015  



 OUR SCIENTIFIC RESULTS :  
STIMULATING IDEAS, INNOVATIVE  
AND FRUITFUL CONCLUSIONS 

What we did in 2013 – 2015  



AN VERY IMPRESSIVE  
ACADEMIC PRODUCTION 

What we did in 2013 – 2015  



The Geography  
of Work 

Работа в архивах, 
библиотеках 
Конференции, 
семинары 
Публикации в 
журналах 



Key  
Conferences & Seminars 

• Cultural Elites of Russia: the Sources of Formation and the 
Models of Development (Ekaterinburg, Russia, October 
2013)  

• Russian Elites and European Innovations, Norms and 
Patterns: from Peter the Great to the 1914 (Lyon, France, 
November 2014), in cooperation with the University of Paris-1 
Pantheon-Sorbonne and the Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon. 

• A special section at the International Congress for 
Eighteenth-Century Studies (ISECS 2015, Rotterdam) 
dedicated to the thematic of project (July 2015)  

• Additionally in 2013-2015:  
– 2 all-Russian scientific conferences,  
– 2 international schools / conferences,  
– 3 international seminars on methodology 

 



An exhibition on Russian history at the main hall of Diderot Library (Lyon), several minutes 
before official opening – part of the conference in November, 2014 



Scientific Articles  
& Volumes 

• Articles: more than 30 pieces, including: 

– Web of Science (3 published as of September 
2015, 4 in print)  

– Scopus (4 published as of September 2015, 2 in 
print)  

– VAK RF (17 published) 

• Volumes: 7 books published 



Scientific Articles  
(Web of Science) 

1 К истории дискурса реформ в России раннего 
Нового времени 

Киселев М.А. Российская 
история 

2014. №4. 

2 Манифест о вольности дворянства 1762 года: 
реконструкция истории текста 

Киселев М.А. Российская 
история 

2014. №4. 

3 Государственные институты и гражданские 
добродетели в политической мысли 

Н.И. Панина (60 – 80-е гг. XVIII в.) 

Бугров К.Д. Cahiers du Monde 
Russe 

2013. №4. 

4 Европейский принцип выборности в России 
первой четверти XIX века: идеалы и практики 

реализации 

Тимофеев Д.В. Cahiers du Monde 
Russe 

В печати 

5 «Constitution» in Early 19th Century Russia: 
Features of Adaptation of the European Concept 

Тимофеев Д.В. Kritika: Explorations 
in Russian and 

Eurasian History 

В печати 

6 «Европеизация», «вестернизация» и механизмы 
адаптации западных нововведений в России 

имперского периода 

Редин Д.А.,  
Рей М.-П., 

Алексеева Е.В. 

Вопросы истории В печати 

7 1717, 1814, deux tsars à Paris: 
Enjeux, signification et mémoire des visites de 

Pierre le Grand et d’Alexandre Ier 

Рей М.-П., 
Редин Д.А. 

  
  
 

Annales Historiques 
de la Révolution 

Française 

В печати 



Scientific Volumes 
1 Повседневная жизнь Екатеринбурга на рубеже XIX - XX веков: 

очерки городского быта 
Яхно О.Н. Екатеринбург, 

2014 

2 Старообрядческие иконописцы на горных заводах Урала начала 
- середины XVIII в. // Невьянская икона начала - середины XVIII 

века 

 
Байдин В.И. 

 
Екатеринбург, 

2014 

3 Роль эндогенных и экзогенных факторов в развитии российской 
цивилизации (XVIII – начало XX в.)  

Алексеева Е.В., 
Ермакова О.К., 

Яхно О.Н. 

 
Екатеринбург, 

2014 

4 Пьер Паскаль. Русский дневник: во французской 
военной миссии (1916-1918) 

 
Бабинцев В.А. 

 
Екатеринбург, 

2014 

5 Лицевые апокалипсисы Урала: православная традиция и 
элементы западноевропейского влияния 

 
Починская И.В. 

 
Екатеринбург, 

2014 

6 « Napoléon dans l’historiographie et la littérature russes, éléments 
de réflexion», in Napoléon Bonaparte face à l’Histoire, sous la 

direction de Bruno Benoit et Jean-Philippe Rey. 

 
Рей М.-П. 

 
Лион, 2015 

7  Русские книги из библиотеки Императорского Царскосельского 
(Александровского) лицея в Екатеринбурге. Т.1.  

Кадочигова 
О.М. 

Екатеринбург, 
2015 



Databases  
and Intellectual Property 

• 3 databases: 
– Translations of moral, social and political literature 

in 18th century Russia (author – Konstantin 
Bugrov) 

– European technological innovations in the 
publications of ‘Gorny Journal’, 19 – 20th centuries 
(author – Elena Alekseeva) 

– Russian students in the Heidelberg University 
(Germany), 19 – 20th centuries (author – Nikolay 
Baranov) 

 



Educational  
Programs 

• In 2013-2015, the collective of the project 
developed 2 joint Master degree programs 
taught in English: 
– History of Russia 

– European Studies 

• Both programs are attracting international 
students from the our partner universities 

• All lectures and lessons are conducted at the 
laboratory 



Raising Skills  
/ Retraining 

• In 2013 – 2014 laboratory provided professional 
retraining programs for 31 specialist from different 
institutions. 

• In addition, members of laboratory went through 
retraining: 
– University Paris-1 Pantheon-Sorbonne (2013, 10 specialists, 

among them 7 were young researchers),  
– Yale University (2013, 1 specialist),  
– Eotvos Lorand University (2014, 6 specialists, among them 5 were 

young researchers, including 1 master student), 
– University College of London (2014, 1 specialist),  
– University of Graz (2014, 1 specialist). 



Defense of Theses 

• I.V. Pochinskaya «Book Printing in Moscow State of 2nd half of 16th – early 
17th centuries in Russian historical studies» (2013) – Doctoral degree 

• A.S. Palkin «Edinoverie in the middle of 18th – early 20th centuries: Russian 
context and regional specifics» (2013) – Candidate degree 

• T.N. Ilyushechkina «The Literary History of ‘Opisanya Novya Zemly, sirech 
Sibirskago Tsarstva, I Moskovskago Gosudarstva’ (text – context)» (2015) – 
Candidate degree 

• A.V. Mathison «The Urban Clergy of 18th century Russia (historical and 
genealogical study, on the basis of sources from Tver diocese), appointed 
for 8 December 2015,  

• Y.N. Uzeneva «The Ordinary Life of Pskov Nobility, 1st Half of 19th Century» 
appointed for 8 December 2015,  

• A.V. Mangileva, «Social and Cultural Profile of Parish Clergy in Perm 
Governorship, 19th – early 20th Centuries», appointed for 22 December 
2015 

 

 



Connections and visibility 

• The laboratory is currently recognized as the 
leading center for historical research in the vast 
Ural – Siberian region, in terms of  
– effectiveness of research activity 

– scope of internationalization  

– growth of academic reputation 

– partnership with the Russian Academy of Sciences 

• Thus, Ural Federal University emerged as a 
prominent center of studies in humanities and 
social sciences, with the laboratory as its core 

 

 



Research Grants  
& Fellowships 

• More than 20 applications submitted in 2013-
2015 for different grants & fellowships 

• In 2013-2015, the specialists of laboratory 
received 6 research grants (including grants of 
President of Russian Federation, the grants of 
Russian Humanities Research Foundation, and 
grants coming from the Prokhorov Foundation).  
– A.S. Krivoruchko and M.T. Nakishova received 

fellowships of Oxford Russia Foundation, Y.A. Lazarev 
received a scholarship of German Historical Institute 
in Moscow.  



 Interconnected Projects:  
Center of Excellence 

• The laboratory is an integral part of the 
International Center for Russian Studies 
(ICRH) in 2014, responsible for providing 
internationalization for the cutting-edge joint 
research and the improvement of the 
publication activity 

• Purpose – to reach QS Rankings Top-100 in 
the Subject of History by 2020 

 



THE ‘ADDED VALUE’  
AND SUSTAINABILITY 

 

The Journal Quaestio Rossica 



Interconnected Projects:  
Quaestio Rossica 

• Quaestio Rossica Research Journal – a multi-language 
peer-reviewed journal in Russian history and culture, 
launched in 2013 and supervised by the international 
council. 

• Members of research team are participating actively: 
– Dr. Dmitry Redin – Deputy Chief Editor 

– Dr. Yulia Zapariy, Dr. Konstantin Bugrov, Dr. Andreas Keller 
and Dr. Michel Tissier – members of Editorial Board 

• In October 2015, Quaestio Rossica became the first 
journal from Russia and CIS to be included into new 
Web of Science Index. 



Public Recognition 

• Several important visits: 

– October 2013: the project team was invited for a 
reception by Russian Ambassador in Paris, Alexander 
Orlov, who praised the prospective of project high. 

– November, 2013: the project was presented to the 
Minister of Education and Science of Russia, Dmitry 
Livanov, during his visit to UrFU 

– October, 2014: the laboratory was visited by the 
Ambassador of France in Moscow, Maurice Ripert and 
by French attaché on university cooperation, 
Guillaume Garretta.  

 



The research team at the reception at Russian embassy in October, 2013, with the 
Ambassador, Alexander Orlov 



Maurice Ripert, French ambassador, visiting the Laboratory for Studying Primary Sources, 
2014 



Prospective Research –  
Application for 2016-2017 

• The core of the research for 2016 - 2017 would be  the 
study of the role of Russian Imperial elite in production of 
the innovations of Western type, with the special emphasis 
upon the territorial particularities and social 
heterogeneity.  

• That includes: 
– the study of the cultural norms and behavioral patterns of the 

Imperial elite, and the corresponding practices of interpreting 
the modernity within this period; 

– the reconstruction of practices and mechanisms of the 
institutional adaptation of the innovations of Western type 
within the regional communities; 

– attributing  the degree of intensity of Westernization of the 
regional and local elites; 

– the analysis of possibilities and limits for the regional and local 
elites as re-translators of innovations in the non-elite social 
groups. 

 



Interconnected Projects:  
Prospective Plans 

• To establish a permanent Historical Exposition 
Center at the laboratory. 

• To found an International Consortium on 
Russian Studies on the basis of laboratory / 
ICRH / QR and the international partners to 
promote  Russian studies outside Moscow and 
Saint-Petersburg (2017). 

• To enlarge our digitalised collection of 
sources. 

 

 


